
Role: Utility, Governance

Ticker: BTBS

Token Type: ERC-20 & BEP-20

Supply: 100.000.000 BTBS

Initial Value: $0,36

Market Cap: $36,000,000

Deflationary: Token burn

Bridge: Anyswap.exchange
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Meet our team

ICO Details

BTBS managing fee discounts
Staking BTBS will provide you with system fee discounts 
based on the amounts that are staked.

BTBS and liquidity
The liquidity mining systems will reward users for locking up 
their tokens which will provide liquidity on both DEX and CEX.

BTBS as BitBase DEX gas fee
A decentralized exchange, where BTBS will be used as the 
gas to run the smart contracts. 

BTBS to pay listing fees
Any blockchain project can request its currency to be listed 
in our Stores, App, or ATMs, and will be charged in BTBS.

BTBS during token burns
A percentage of the BTBS will be burned, creating deflation 
by decreasing the total supply.

BTBS founding team allocation
BitBase founders participated with personal funds, as did 
the rest of the private sale investors.

BTBS in quadratic DAO implementation 

Mission

Our mission is to provide an easy, fast and secure service to 
help initiation into the crypto world. Our goal is to 
incorporate crypto products into everyday transactions and 
reshape how users interact with their crypto funds by 
bridging the existing knowledge gap.

Tokenomics
BTBS managing system fees
BTBS channels the fees during the usage of the services 
explained here. BitCard, BitCredit, BitPOS, and withdrawal 
fees are all paid in BTBS.

Token distribution

Álex Fernánez Adrià Llorens
Founder Co-Founder
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DEX liquidity 20%

Token promotion 20%
Private sale 9%

Incentives 8%

BTBS DEX 6%

Employee 5%

Small Caps 5%

Security 2%

Public distribution 25%

BitBase in numbers

Our Stores

https://etherscan.io/address/0x32e6c34cd57087abbd59b5a4aecc4cb495924356
https://etherscan.io/address/0x32e6c34cd57087abbd59b5a4aecc4cb495924356

